
Executive Committee Meeting – 27 January 2017 

 

In attendance: Matthew Flinders (MF), Rosie Campbell (RC), Alasdair Blair (AB), Paul Tobin (PT), Rose Gann 

(RG), Meryl Kenny (MK), Joanie Willett (JW), Claire Ainsley (CA), Will Jennings (WJ), Richard Hayton (RH), 

Donna Smith (DS), Caitlin Milazzo (CM), Umut Korkut (UK), David Wendelken (DW), Sarah Brown (SB), 

Stefanie Mair (SM), Shazia Ijaz (SI), Josh Niderost (JN), Avnish Patel (AP), James Weinberg (Jw), Heather Lawless 

(HL) 

 

Not in attendance: Paul Cairney, Terrell Carver 

 

Matters Arising 

1. WJ: Announce unanimous vote for Chair Angie Wilson and Vice Chair Feargal Cochrane  

2. Approve minutes from previous EC Meeting  

3. MF: Resignation of HD and welcome to SB as Interim Chief Executive  

3.1. MF: Sustain momentum until end of tenure, committed to 10-year strategic plan. SB has day-to-day 

responsibility for strategic plan. Providing framework to continue transitioning from amateur to 

professional body.  

4. Passing of Tony King, University of Essex 

 

Chair’s Report 

1. Discussion of draft strategic plan and future timetable  

2. ECN fee will be discussed 

3. Recruitment of CEO 

3.1. Emphasis on transparency and engagement with staff  

3.2. SB: Developing role specification for new CEO reflecting immediate priorities of PSA 

3.2.1. MF: PSA has been reactive, developing adhoc. SB has provided insight for how PSA can achieve 

core objectives. Discussion of salary banding. 

4. Project HQ: Space, staffing, etc. 

4.1. MF: Keen to begin process sooner rather than later 

4.2. SI and SB: Scoping options, costs, etc.  

4.3. PT: Aware of TC’s term end and his role in medium-term project 

 

Treasurer and Finance Committee 

1. AB: Predicted surplus for 2017, with increased projection for 2018.  



2. Expenditure: Awards, Annual Conference, etc.  

2.1. AB: More robust discussion about value for money on activities vs. ‘business as usual’ activities 

3. Income for 2016. See papers.  

4. Publications: Possible savings, e.g. Political Studies, PSR.  

4.1. Require more coordinated strategy. Consider and reevaluate where money is being spent. 

4.2. Possibility of direct PSA staffing position? Coordinate work with journal editors.  

4.3. How to devolve money while maintaining control and oversight?  

5. Staffing costs 

5.1. AB: Percentage of staffing costs is unreflective of benefit delivery. Holistic approach more important than 

bottom line.  

6. SI: Met with bank to discuss investments. Audit beginning soon.  

7. MF: Surplus will only become reserves. AB: As an Association, should we pursue more money while we’re 

not spending it? 

7.1. Explore other activities, delivering different benefits to Members and Association.  

7.2. WJ: Explore donations, alumni contributions, etc. 

7.3. UK: Reevaluate minimum of two-year membership for funding and grants. 

7.4. AB: Will revisit budget in 2017. SI: Upon revisit and readjustment, budget will appear to be in deficit. All 

agree.  

7.5. JN: Currently lacking staffing capacity to be able to spend budget.  

 

Report on 2017 Annual Conference in Glasgow 

1.  Mark Shephard delivers report on Annual Conference in Glasgow.  

1.1. 650 papers, expanded space.  

1.2. JN: £2,000 for travel grants for Undergraduate Conference. MF: Undergraduate Conference is a great and 

lively event, excellent forum for UGs.  

1.3. MS: Outreach event on Wednesday with Andy Mycock and the Scottish Parliament.  

1.4. RC, SM, AP: Update on possible film screening in association with Total Exposure.  

2. AB: Issue of EC Meeting on Monday 10 April, as staff will be working and cannot attend. Reschedule to Sunday 

evening for exceptional meeting. 

3. CA: How to connect with interested public and external groups? Esp. considering overwhelming democratic 

enthusiasm in Scotland. Mark Shephard: Coffee/pub sessions, etc.  

3.1. ACTION: CA and Mark Shephard explore engaging with public.  

 

Recruitment of CEO 



1. Time restrictions. Person specification will drive recruitment, therefore essentials = key.  

2. SB: Welcome input. 

2.1. MF: Include an interest in politics/politically sensitive  

2.2. DS and RG: Further emphasis on staff management, teamworking, teambuilding, outreach, etc.  

2.3. AB: Include expectation of travel. 

2.4. SB: Expectation of CEO experience is unrealistic. Middle management in complex organisation is ideal.  

3. Salary rationale: In consideration with London average salaries across charity sector. Broad suggested band to 

attract both more experienced and those with middle management experience.  

3.1. MF: Efficiency and value for money. Good candidate = good spending.  

3.2. CA: Attract someone with ambition. A stretched CEO would be costly.  

3.3. RG: Reasonable salary band, opening possibility of range of candidates without closing top end and top 

candidates.  

3.4. JW: Concern with optics for membership. Must clearly communicate skills of CEO, how they will 

contribute to organisation, etc.  

3.5. CM: Already established precedent of previous CEO. 

3.6. SB: Hosting open day. Drop-in, informal session with candidate, involving trustees & staff, etc.   

 

Strategic Plan 

1. MF: Include period of review every three years; only a plan, flexibility for Chair Elect and VC Elect 

2. Open period of consultation in February, inviting comments and input from HoDs, Specialist Groups, etc.  

2.1. 9 March: Final revision 

2.2. Publication and launch at Annual Assembly, alongside introduction of new Chair and Vice Chair (and 

possibly CEO)  

2.3. CA: Concerned with timetable, “ambition” vs. “stewardship”, and signing off strategic plan before 

reconciling with Chair and VC.  

2.3.1. MF: Strategic plan = securing achievements of last decade.  

2.3.2. WJ: Allow Chair to revise draft?  

2.3.3. SB: Chair articulated goals not necessarily reflected in strategic plan, therefore requires adjustment. 

Esp. important with members, presenting coherence.  

2.3.4. CA: Open for consultation with Trustee ownership, ensuring Chair is comfortable with strategic plan, 

and ambiguities are reconciled. MF: Chair Elect will be involved formally in consultation process.  

 

Hon. Secretary and Membership 

1. Membership figures are static  



2. Discussion on proposal for reduced membership fee for Early Career Network  

2.1. PT: Impossible to predict, but any change will likely incur significant short-term financial cost. Reduced 

membership is opportunity to engage ECAs and entice new joiners. Propose £20 as reasonable figure, less 

drastic transition to individual membership. Small enough to be affordable, yet significant enough to 

perceive value and worth.  

2.2. Jw: Propose £10.  

2.3. JN: EC should commit to considering price points across organisation, esp. teachers 

2.4. MF: Radical signal to entire profession of PSA’s commitment to ECAs  

2.5. Vote: 10 in favour of £10.  

2.5.1. AB, RG, PT in favour of £20 

3. Success of first Membership Committee Meeting  

4. Proposal to establish Equality & Diversity Committee. Unanimously agreed.  

5. Need to overhaul prizes, incl. introducing Politics Society of the Year. JN: More teachers prize, quantitative 

prizes. MK: Diversification of prizes.  

 

Education & Skills  

1. RG: Relaunch of Teaching Quantitative Methods Network (TQMN) 

2. Update on report  

2.1. EC agrees to proceed with ECN Pilot Ambassador Scheme 

2.2. Teachers’ Network. Delay in resources = Issue. DW: Edexcel keen to cooperate with the PSA. RG: 

Increase engagement with teachers and academics at Annual Conference.  

2.3. Distribute TQMN survey 

2.4. Reevaluate teachers’ prizes. Increased focus on E&D agenda. Specify criteria. RG & John Craig to create 

proposal for more prizes, esp. teaching quantitative methods.  

 

Equality & Diversity  

1. EC formerly agrees to establishing Equality and Diversity sub-Committee 

2. Met with Athena Swan, who are interested in accreditation but there is much to resolve, e.g. checks & balances, 

internal/external focus.  

3. Invest money in data gathering. HL to present initial costs, proposals, etc.  

 

Research & Impact 

1. PSA/BISA REF steering group working well  

2. PSA/APSA International Engagement Funding has been awarded  



3. UK: International Visitor Grant has had positive response. How to improve? How to better integrate Specialist 

Groups? UK to bring proposal to next EC.  

4. JW on Specialist Groups: Enormous asset, untapped resources.  

4.1. Esp. valuable to ECN. Natural mentoring. Expand research profile.  

4.2. Increase visibility and increase communication with members re: SGs. JW: Greater visibility at Annual 

Conference, e.g. stand, matchmaking between SGs.  

4.3. JW: Host major networking event, to improve links with SGs, non-academics, etc. Action for JW.  

 

Communications & Engagement  

1. SM: In discussions to host fringe events at party conferences with other organisations. 

1.1. Visual think tank, Common Vision approached PSA about partnering at fringe party conference events for 

2017. Consensus was they are not right partner, as focus is engaging public rather than policymakers.  

1.2. Better ways to showcase PSA at party conferences. Although could be ideal due to our limited capacity & 

act as test run for future activities.  

1.3. CA: Not ideal match-up, does not meet PSA objectives. SA, AP, CA to assess value of PSA presence at 

party conferences and potential partnering options. 

Publications 

1. MF: Update on recent editorial interviews. Recommending University of Sheffield for Political Studies, and 

University of Bath for Political Studies Review.  

1.1. MF: Process of bringing journals together for closer collaboration.  


